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About the corporate climate
responsibility monitor
The need for scrutiny on corporate climate action
Many companies are putting themselves at the forefront of climate action. The rate of corporate climate pledge setting
is accelerating exponentially: by January 2022, over 3,000 companies had joined the UNFCCC’s Race to Zero campaign
(UNFCCC, 2022), more than doubling the number of companies setting net-zero emission pledges from the year before
(NewClimate Institute and Data-Driven EnviroLab, 2020).
Civil society’s increasing concern with the urgency of the climate crisis is resulting in more pressure from consumers,
shareholders and regulators for companies to decarbonise. In parallel, companies realise that the direction of travel is set
for the decarbonisation of the global economy, and it is increasingly attractive for them to assume a leading role in that new
paradigm. Many companies are scrambling for new approaches and narratives to demonstrate their climate leadership,
recognising that historical approaches face limitations in today’s context.
The rapid acceleration of corporate climate pledge setting, combined with the fragmentation of approaches and the general
lack of regulation or oversight, means that it is more difficult than ever to distinguish between real climate leadership and
unsubstantiated greenwashing.
The goalpost of what constitutes good practice climate action for companies has shifted with the adoption of the Paris
Agreement and the increasingly clear scientific evidence that underpins its urgency. With the objectives of the Paris
Agreement, greenhouse gas emissions need to be reduced at speed, in all countries and in all sectors. The 1.5°C limit requires
a reduction in global CO2 emissions of approximately 45% from 2010 levels by 2030, to reach a state of net-zero global
CO2 emissions by around 2050, net-zero of emissions of all greenhouse gases by around 2060 to 2070, and net-negative
emissions thereafter (IPCC, 2018b). Company actions that were considered viable in the era of the Kyoto Protocol only 10
years ago are no longer sufficient.
For example, it is no longer sufficient for companies to only address their own direct emissions; rather, companies now
need to address upstream and downstream emissions as well. It is no longer good practice for a company to compensate for
emissions by reducing or removing emissions elsewhere; rather, emission reductions and removals “elsewhere” need to be
enhanced in parallel to the company’s emission reductions, to reach global net zero.
A new mindset and evaluation standard for companies is necessary. While in the Kyoto era only some countries were
required to act, companies now need to ask themselves: “Would we reach global net zero emissions if all would do what we
are doing?”
The difficulty of distinguishing real climate leadership from greenwashing is a key challenge that, where addressed, has
the potential to unlock greater global climate change mitigation ambition. Corporate climate action is key to closing the
emissions gap to a 1.5°C pathway. In a short space of time, and in the absence of sufficient top-down regulation, consumer's
and shareholder’s expectations have become a major driver for enhanced corporate climate action. Companies appear to
be responding. To facilitate this important bottom-up pressure mechanism, it is essential that the credibility of companies’
strategies is transparent and can be understood by their target audiences.
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The Corporate climate responsibility monitor
The Corporate Climate Responsibility Monitor evaluates the transparency and integrity of companies’ climate pledges. The
objectives of the Corporate Climate Responsibility Monitor are:
• Identify and highlight good practice approaches that can be replicated by other companies, recognising that companies
are experimenting to work out what is constructive and credible practice.
• Reveal the extent to which major companies’ climate leadership claims have integrity, and provide a structured
methodology for others to replicate such an evaluation.
• Scrutinise the credibility of companies’ plans for offsetting their emissions through carbon dioxide removals or emission
reduction credits, recognising that voluntary carbon markets are highly fragmented and there remains a lot of uncertainty
on credible good practice.
The Corporate Climate Responsibility Monitor focuses on four main areas of corporate climate action: tracking and disclosure
of emissions (section 1), setting emission reduction targets (section 2), reducing own emissions (section 3) and taking
responsibility for unabated emissions through climate contributions or offsetting (section 4).
This document sets out the assessment methodology for the Corporate Climate Responsibility Monitor 2022, in a format that
can also be used by companies as guidance for identifying good practice.
The Corporate Climate Responsibility Monitor is prepared by NewClimate Institute and Carbon Market Watch. The consortium
partners combine years of experience with the independent critical analysis of corporate climate action and carbon market
mechanisms. NewClimate Institute and Carbon Market Watch are both not-for-profit organisations. Neither the institutions,
nor our staff, hold commercial interests in either voluntary carbon credit markets, nor do we provide advisory services to
specific corporate actors.
→ See the evaluation of 25 major global companies in the Corporate Climate Responsibility Monitor 2022

Development of the Corporate Climate Responsibility Monitor
The Corporate Climate Responsibility Monitor is guided by the guiding principles for good practice corporate climate
responsibility set out in this document. We have drawn these guiding principles from a combination of scientific literature
review, previous work of the authors, and the identification of existing good practices from company case studies.
The guiding principles identified in this document relate to issues where the state of scientific knowledge and debate is
rapidly evolving. The contents of this document represent the views of the authors, based on our interpretation of existing
research and current developments. Our assessments of specific companies are based upon these perspectives and
interpretations, which may not be universally held views.
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Good practice overview
Corporates looking to take a position of climate leadership can learn from each other to replicate good practice approaches
that are transparent, constructive and robust. The Corporate Climate Responsibility Monitor assesses companies to draw out
good practice in four key areas:

1. Tracking and disclosure of emissions (section 1)
To develop a comprehensive and robust climate strategy, it is key that companies understand and are
transparent about their GHG emission footprints and their trajectories. Section 1 presents good practice
principles and trends for tracking and disclosure of emissions.

2. Setting specific and substantiated targets (section 2)
Companies’ headline climate change pledges encompass a broad range of target setting approaches.
Regardless of the type of target and the terminology used, the commitments should send a clear signal for
immediate action to decarbonise the value chain, and should avoid misleading consumers, shareholders,
observers and regulators. Section 2 presents good practice principles and trends for setting specific
and substantiated targets, considering the coverage of emission sources, the explicit specification of
an emission reduction target as part of the headline pledge, and the substantiation of long-term visions
through interim targets.

3. Reducing own emissions (section 3)
Encompassing measures for deep emission reductions are the backbone of ambitious corporate climate
targets. Section 3 presents good practice principles and trends for reducing own emissions, including a
special focus on good practice for sourcing renewable electricity.

4. Responsibility for unabated emissions (section 4)
Corporate climate leadership includes not only ambitious target setting, but also taking responsibility for
unabated emissions. Section 4 explores good practice and trends related to two distinct approaches for
assuming responsibility for unabated emissions: climate contributions and offsetting claims.
The specific assessments include a rating of the transparency and integrity of companies’ approaches:
• Transparency refers to the extent to which a company publicly discloses the information necessary to fully understand the
integrity of that company’s approaches towards the various elements of corporate climate responsibility.
• Integrity, in this context, is a measure of the quality, credibility and comprehensiveness of those approaches.
Table 1.A provides an overview of good practice corporate climate responsibility and the rating methodology for the
Corporate Climate Responsibility Monitor 2022 for transparency and integrity in each of these four areas.
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Table 1.A: Overview of best practice corporate climate responsibility and rating methodology

1

TRACKING AND
DISCLOSING EMISSIONS

COMPREHENSIVENESS
OF DISCLOSURE

2

SETTING SPECIFIC AND
SUBSTANTIATED TARGETS

COMPANIES EXHIBITING BEST PRACTICE…
Disclose full details on their GHG emissions on an annual basis, with a breakdown of the
data to speciﬁc emission sources (including scope 1, 2, 3 and non-GHG climate forcers)
and the presentation of historical data for each emission source.

COMPANIES EXHIBITING BEST PRACTICE…

COVERAGE OF
EMISSION SOURCES

Explicitly state that their targets cover all scope 1, 2 and 3 emissions as well as any
relevant non-GHG climate forcers.

EMISSION REDUCTIONS
IN THE PLEDGE

Set a speciﬁc emission reduction target that is independent from any offsetting, and
aligned with 1.5°C compatible trajectories or benchmarks for the sector, as their main
headline pledge.

INTERIM TARGETS

Set interim targets that are aligned with the long-term vision in terms of depth and scope,
with the ﬁrst target on a timescale that requires immediate action and accountability
(maximum 5 years).

3 REDUCING EMISSIONS

COMPANIES EXHIBITING BEST PRACTICE…

EMISSION REDUCTION MEASURES

Implement encompassing and deep decarbonisation measures, and disclose details of
those measures to support replication and the identiﬁcation of new solutions.

RENEWABLE ELECTRICITY
GENERATION AND PROCUREMENT

Procure the highest quality renewable energy available, and disclose the full details
of that procurement.

4

CLIMATE CONTRIBUTIONS
AND OFFSETTING

COMPANIES EXHIBITING BEST PRACTICE…

CLIMATE CONTRIBUTIONS

Provide an ambitious volume of ﬁnancial support to climate change mitigation activities
beyond the value chain, without claiming neutralisation of the company’s own emissions

OFFSETTING CLAIMS TODAY

Avoid misleading claims, and procure only high-quality credits that lead to an additional
climate impact that is permanent and accurately quantiﬁed.

OFFSETTING CLAIMS TODAY

Avoid misleading pledges; commit to procuring only high-quality credits from
high-hanging fruit projects, and ensure corresponding adjustments are applied to limit
double counting risks.

Note: Best practices were derived from the principles elaborated in the following subsections, and from a compilation of the practices identified from existing company pledges
in 2021. High-hanging fruits refer to the most ambitious projects that tackle the least accessible areas of mitigation potential. For more information see section 4.2.1
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1

Tracking and disclosure
of emissions

To develop a comprehensive and robust climate strategy, it is key that companies understand and are transparent about their
GHG emission footprints and their trajectories. A complete and transparent overview of a company’s emissions footprint
is crucial to understand a company’s scope of influence, to grasp relevance of its climate-related targets, and to determine
whether emission reduction measures are appropriate and comprehensive.
This section assesses the comprehensiveness of companies’ GHG emission tracking and disclosure for specific emission
scopes, and for subsidiary companies. This report does not assess the rigorousness and accuracy of companies’ calculations
when quantifying emissions from each emission scopes; quantified GHG emissions throughout this document are selfreported by the companies and not verified by the authors. Rather, we assess how comprehensive the companies’ own
disclosure is in terms of the coverage of emission sources.

1.1 Comprehensive disclosure of emissions
1.1.1 Guiding principles
Companies should annually disclose detailed information on their GHG emissions, covering the full spectrum of climate
impacts associated with the activities of the company. Meaningful planning for complete decarbonisation depends on
a thorough and granular understanding of a company’s emission sources. Complete and transparent disclosure covers all
direct emissions (scope 1), indirect energy-use emissions (scope 2) and other upstream and downstream indirect emissions
(scope 3). The latter includes business travel emissions, emissions from procured products and services, investments, waste,
upstream and downstream transport and distribution and emissions from product use. Where relevant, companies should
also include non-GHG climate forcers in their disclosure. Companies should publish information on the methodologies
and assumptions involved in the calculation of emissions, to facilitate comprehension and verification. This is particularly
important for emission sources where there remains significant uncertainty and inconsistency in accounting approaches,
such as emissions from land-use change and forestry.
Companies can ensure full transparency by reporting on even minor and irrelevant scope 3 emission sources. The GHG
Protocol’s Scope 3 Standard identifies 15 distinct reporting categories for scope 3 emission sources, and requires companies
to quantify and report scope 3 emissions from each category (WRI and WBCSD, 2013). It is important for transparency
that companies to disclose data or at least explanatory information for all 15 of these normal scope 3 emission categories
(see Table 2), even those deemed minor or irrelevant. Differences in interpretations regarding what constitutes a “minor”
or “relevant” emission source could lead to significant inconsistencies between companies' reporting. Some observers may
perceive the omission of minor emission sources to be a significant gap in disclosure, unless these omissions are explained.
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Table 1B: Categories of scope 3 emission sources
UPSTREAM SCOPE 3 EMISSION CATEGORIES
1

PURCHASED GOODS
AND SERVICES

Extraction, production, and transportation of goods and services purchased or acquired by
the reporting company in the reporting year, not otherwise included in Categories 2 - 8.

2

CAPITAL GOODS

Extraction, production, and transportation of capital goods purchased or acquired by the
reporting company in the reporting year.

3

FUEL- AND ENERGY-RELATED
ACTIVITIES (NOT INCLUDED IN
SCOPE 1 OR SCOPE 2)

Extraction, production, and transportation of fuels and energy purchased or acquired by the
reporting company in the reporting year, not already accounted for in scope 1 or scope 2.

4

UPSTREAM TRANSPORTATION
AND DISTRIBUTION

Transportation and distribution of products purchased by the company between a
company’s tier 1 suppliers and its own operations (in vehicles and facilities not owned or
controlled by the reporting company); and transportation and distribution services
purchased by the company including inbound logistics, outbound logistics (e.g., of sold
products), and transportation and distribution between a company’s own facilities
(in vehicles and facilities not owned or controlled by the reporting company).

5

WASTE GENERATED
IN OPERATIONS

Disposal and treatment of waste generated in the company’s operations
(in facilities not owned or controlled by the reporting company)

6

BUSINESS TRAVEL

Transportation of employees for business-related activities
(in vehicles not owned or operated by the reporting company)

7

EMPLOYEE COMMUTING

Transportation of employees between their homes and their worksites
(in vehicles not owned or operated by the reporting company)

8

UPSTREAM LEASED ASSETS

Operation of assets leased by company (lessee)
and not included in scope 1 and scope 2 – reported by lessee

DOWNSTREAM SCOPE 3 EMISSION CATEGORIES
9

DOWNSTREAM TRANSPORT
AND DISTRIBUTION

Transportation and distribution of products sold by the company between the company’s
operations and the end consumer (if not paid for by the reporting company), including retail
and storage (in vehicles and facilities not owned or controlled by the reporting company)

10

PROCESSING OF
SOLD PRODUCTS

Processing of intermediate products sold by downstream companies (e.g., manufacturers)

11

USE OF SOLD PRODUCTS

End use of goods and services sold by the company

12

END-OF-LIFE TREATMENT
OF SOLD PRODUCTS

Waste disposal and treatment of products sold by the company (in the reporting year) at the
end of their life

13

DOWNSTREAM
LEASED ASSETS

Operation of assets owned by the company (lessor) and leased to other entities, not
included in scope 1 and scope 2 – reported by lessor

14

FRANCHISES

Operation of franchises, not included in scope 1 and scope 2 – reported by franchisor

15

INVESTMENTS

Operation of investments (including equity and debt investments and project ﬁnance), not
included in scope 1 or scope 2

Source: GHG Protocol Corporate Value Chain Standard (WRI and WBCSD, 2011)
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Reporting on scope 3 emissions outside of these normal categories may not always be constructive. Comprehensive
coverage of emissions disclosure does not necessarily mean reporting any emissions that a tenuous link can be found, if
they are outside of the normal reporting scope. Indirect use-phase emissions are described by the GHG Protocol Scope 3
Standard as an optional reporting component. In contrast to direct use-phase emissions from products, such as the energy
consumption of vehicles and appliances, indirect use-phase emissions refer to the emissions that occur indirectly from the
use of a product. For example, apparel requires washing and drying, soaps and detergents are often used with heated water.
While there are circumstances where it could be constructive to report on these emissions and include them in targets,
special care should be taken in determining when it is appropriate to do so: if these emissions constitute a major portion of
a product’s footprint and the company has no control or influence on potential emission reductions, then reporting on these
emissions can also lead to distraction from the company’s mandatory emission scope, or targets can be disingenuous.
Companies should report scope 2 emissions using both the location-based and market-based method, taking the highest
of the two values for their calculation of their total emission: According to the GHG Protocol (GHG Protocol, 2015)
companies should report on scope 2 emissions using both the location-based and market-based accounting methods.
• The location-based method reflects the average emissions intensity of grids on which energy consumption occurs.
• The market-based method reflects emissions from electricity that companies have purposefully chosen. It derives
emission factors from contractual renewable electricity procurement instruments.
Both accounting approaches have the potential to mislead in different circumstances. Companies have a variety of options
for sourcing renewable electricity (see section 3). While for some an emissions reduction claim may be legitimate, for others
the impact is unclear. As the impact of renewable electricity projects varies and is often unclear, market-based reporting for
renewable energy constructs may give the false impression that a company has no or few scope 2 emissions, and could divert
prioritisation away from energy efficiency improvements.
On the other hand, some companies’ market-based emissions may be higher than their location-based emissions, due to
contractual arrangements for the direct procurement of fossil-fuel powered electricity. In this case, companies could report
location-based emissions based on the local grid emission factor, while profiting from cheaper electricity procurement
constructs from a more emissions-intensive source.
In order to create a clear incentive to both maximise energy efficiency improvements and to procure renewable electricity, it
would be most constructive for companies to report on both market-based and location-based scope 2 emissions, and to use
the larger of the two values towards the company’s aggregated total emissions.
Companies’ disclosure should include contextual information to understand key emission drivers and trends. Complete
and transparent disclosure includes historical data, a breakdown of emission sources, activity data and emission intensities.
Ambitious companies go beyond the publication of aggregated emissions; they provide a high level of detail to allow for
thorough understanding of the specific individual emission sources. Transparency on specific emission sources and activity
data is a tool for increasing ambition in its own right: it contributes to a constructive, collaborative dialogue that is required to
overcome challenges and share lessons learnt for accelerated decarbonisation.
Companies’ disclosure should include the emissions associated with subsidiary companies. Companies may depend on
emission-intensive assets and infrastructure that are held in other subsidiary companies. Transparent and complete reporting
also includes these emissions, which should be integrated into the company’s scope 1, 2 and 3 emissions. The exclusion
of these emissions from GHG inventories can lead to inaccurate interpretations regarding specific brands’ or products’
GHG emission footprints. If companies report transparently on the emissions of all subsidiaries, this can incentivise those
companies to make a real shift away from emissions-intensive activities and assets, rather than continuing those emissionsintensive activities through subsidiaries.
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1.1.2 Assessment criteria
In line with the guiding principles above, the evaluation of companies’ reporting and disclosure of GHG emissions in the
Corporate Climate Responsibility Monitor 2021 is based on the assessment criteria in Table 1.C.

Table 1.C: Assessment criteria for tracking and disclosure of emissions
TRACKING AND DISCLOSURE OF EMISSIONS
The company provides useful information and data on activity indicators and
emission intensities, in addition to the good practice disclosure criteria below

ASSESSED FOR THE FOLLOWING
EMISSION SCOPES INDIVIDUALLY:
• Scope 1
• Scope 2
• Scope 3 upstream
• Scope 3 downstream
• All emission scopes from
subsidiary companies

The disclosure of emissions from the emissions scope is complete,
and presented in a way that facilitates a thorough understanding:
An annual disclosure
A breakdown of the data to speciﬁc emission sources
The presentation of historical data for the same emission sources.
If relevant: disclosure of non-GHG climate forcers
The company explains why any omitted emissions categories are not tracked.
Emissions reporting is consistent across all public documents
For scope 2: The company discloses scope 2 emissions using both the market-based
and the location-based accounting method, and uses the highest of the two values
for aggregated emissions data.
The disclosure of emissions from the emissions scope is complete and consistent, but
the level of detail does not facilitate a thorough understanding of emission sources.
For scope 2: The company discloses scope 2 emissions using both the market-based
and the location-based accounting method, but uses the lowest of the two values
for aggregated emissions data.

The emissions scope is not tracked and disclosed, or only to a limited extent.
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2

Setting emission
reduction targets

Companies’ headline climate change pledges encompass a broad range of target setting approaches:
• Some companies opt for specific GHG emission reduction targets, but most major companies are moving towards “net
zero” pledges (or similar terminology), which envisage emission reductions combined with offsetting some emissions.
• Some companies’ headline pledges are long-term visions for 2040 or 2050, while others focus on shorter-term
commitments for 2025 or 2030.
• Some targets cover a company’s full scope of emissions throughout the value chain, while others focus only on specific
emission sources.
• Some companies do not commit to absolute GHG-related targets, but rather focus on emission intensity targets (emissions
per unit of output), or targets associated with decarbonisation indicators, such as renewable energy targets.
• Some companies select from only one of these target setting approaches, while others combine several, or all of them.
The high diversity of target setting approaches could stem from differences in companies’ specific circumstances, different
understandings of mitigation options, and understanding of the materiality of scope 3 emissions. Further, there are
differences of opinion and mixed messages regarding the type of targets that represent the highest standard of climate
change mitigation ambition.
Regardless of the type of target set and the terminology used, it is most crucial that the targets send a clear signal for
immediate action to decarbonise the entire value chain. Limiting global temperature increase to 1.5°C requires the rapid
decarbonisation of all sectors, to reach a state of net-zero global CO2 emissions by around 2050, net-zero GHG emissions
by around 2060 to 2070, and net-negative emissions thereafter (IPCC, 2018b). The pathway to net-zero is crucial: a 1.5°C
limit requires immediate action to achieve a reduction in global CO2 emissions of about 45% from 2010 levels by 2030 (IPCC,
2018b); further delay could put the Paris Agreement objectives beyond reach.
Targets should also not mislead consumers, shareholders and observers, whose demands represent a vital pressure
mechanism for raising ambition. Nor should they mislead regulators into avoiding or limiting the implementation of policies to
incentivise ambitious climate action.
This section assesses whether headline targets are specific and substantiated, focusing on the coverage of emission sources
in the headline pledge (section 2.1), emission reductions in the headline pledge (section 2.2), and substantiation of the
headline pledge through interim targets (section 2.3).

2.1 Coverage of emission sources
2.1.1 Guiding principles
Targets should be explicit in their coverage of the complete spectrum of emission sources and greenhouse gases, to
maximise impact and avoid misleading communication. The most comprehensive targets cover the full GHG emission
footprint of a company across its entire value chain, including upstream and downstream scope 3 emissions, and non-GHG
climate forcers where relevant (see section 1). Targets with partial scope coverage have the potential to mislead: disclaimers
get lost or may not be well understood by the audiences of climate pledge communications. Companies should explicitly set
out the coverage of their headline climate pledges to avoid misinterpretation and to ensure accountability.
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Coverage of all mandatory scope 3 emission categories is highly relevant, despite uncertainties and indirect influence.
Scope 3 emissions can entail a degree of uncertainty, particularly for complex emission sources related to land-use such
as upstream food processing, and downstream emissions associated with consumer behaviour and product use. The
decarbonisation of these emissions may also depend partially on actions taken by others. Despite these uncertainties, the
inclusion of all mandatory1 scope 3 emission sources from the GHG Protocol’s Scope 3 Standard in companies’ targets is
crucial. This provides a clear incentive for all actors with a potential influence on the decarbonisation of emission sources
to take measures to do so. For manufacturers of cars, electric appliances, or electronic devices, scope 3 emissions often
account for the major share of those companies’ emissions, and the companies are the actors with the greatest influence
to decarbonise those emission sources, by manufacturing products with alternative or more efficient technologies. Even
in the cases where companies have a lower degree of influence in the reduction of scope 3 emissions, this does not justify
their exclusion from targets; the full inclusion of scope 3 emissions in targets can incentivise companies to cooperate with
suppliers and consumers to mutually support each other to reduce emissions, including to seek out new solutions where
needed. Targets that omit Scope 3 emissions carry a significant potential to mislead, since Scope 3 emissions account for a
large portion of most companies’ climate impact.

2.1.2 Assessment criteria
In line with the guiding principles above, the evaluation of companies’ target coverage in the Corporate Climate
Responsibility Monitor 2022 is based on the assessment criteria in Table 2.A.
The assessment of the coverage of emission sources in targets is independent from the assessment of the coverage of
tracking and disclosure in section 1.

Table 2.A: Assessment criteria for coverage of emission sources in targets
COVERAGE OF EMISSION SOURCES IN TARGETS
TRANSPARENCY

INTEGRITY
The company’s target meets the good practice criteria and
covers all subsidiary companies.

The company clearly communicates the scope and year
of their target.

The company’s target covers Scope 1, 2, and 3 emissions in full
(including all upstream and downstream emissions). Where
relevant, the target also covers non-GHG climate forcers.

N/A

The company’s target includes Scope 1 and Scope 2 emissions in
full and includes major Scope 3 emissions. Where relevant, the
target also covers non-GHG climate forcers.

The company does not [or not clearly] communicate scope
or year of their target.

The company’s target coverage omits either Scope 1, 2 or 3
emissions or – if relevant – non-GHG climate forcers.

The company’s target is unclear, untransparent and no
assessment is possible.

1 The inclusion of non-mandatory scope 3 emissions is not always constructive. See section 1.1.
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2.2 Emission reductions in the headline pledge
2.2.1 Guiding principles
Climate pledges only send a meaningful signal for decarbonisation if they explicitly include deep emission reduction
commitments that are independent of offsetting and carbon dioxide removals. Headline pledges may be directly specified
in the form of emission reduction targets, they may be accompanied by such targets, or they may not specify any emission
reduction targets at all. The achievement of the Paris Agreement objectives requires the deep decarbonisation of all
companies across all industries (IPCC, 2018a). The depth of corporate emission reduction targets is critical for determining
alignment with 1.5°C compatible emission trajectories. A state of global net-zero CO2 emissions that is compatible with
limiting global warming to 1.5°C require the deep reduction of emissions to 91%–97% below 2010 by 2050 (IPCC, 2018a),
alongside a limited role for carbon dioxide removals to neutralise a small volume of residual emissions from the emission
sources that are hardest to abate. Corporate climate pledges only contribute to the Paris Agreement objectives in a
meaningful way if they put emission reductions across the entire value chain in the spotlight. Such pledges are also more
constructive if they avoid ambiguous terminology that can distract from this focus, for example by remaining unspecific on
emissions reductions to be achieved without relying on offsets or carbon dioxide removal.
Emission reduction commitments must be deep enough to align with a 1.5 °C compatible emission pathways. For example,
the Net Zero Standard of the Science-Based Targets initiative (SBTi) requires companies from any sector with net zero targets—
except the forestry, land-use, and agriculture sectors—to explicitly commit to emission reductions of at least 90% below 2019
levels across all emission scopes (SBTi, 2021). The commitment to such deep emission reductions ensures that the net-zero
terminology is not misleading, regardless of the target year, but it is not alone a measurement of sufficiency in terms of 1.5°C
compatibility. Where available in the literature, benchmarks for specific decarbonisation indicators can indicate the key 1.5°C
compatible milestones for specific sectors (CAT, 2020; Boehm et al., 2021; Dietz et al., 2021; SBTi, 2021; UNFCCC, 2021).
The development of a comprehensive framework to assess the alignment of corporate climate pledges with 1.5°C compatible
emission pathways remains beyond the scope of this methodology, and an important avenue for future work.
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2.2.2 Assessment criteria
In line with the guiding principles above, the Corporate Climate Responsibility Monitor 2021 evaluates the specificity of
emission reduction targets in companies’ headline pledges, based on the assessment criteria in Table 2.B.

Table 2.B: Assessment criteria for the specificity of emission reduction targets in headline pledges
EMISSION REDUCTIONS IN THE HEADLINE PLEDGE
TRANSPARENCY

INTEGRITY
Both of the following criteria are fulﬁlled:

The company’s main headline climate pledge is a speciﬁc
target for emission reductions, that is independent from
neutralisation through carbon dioxide removals or
emission reduction offsets.

• If the headline pledge is a net-zero or carbon neutrality
target, the speciﬁc emission reduction component is
equivalent to at least 90% below 2019 levels. This ensures
that the net-zero terminology is not misleading, regardless
of the target year, but it is not alone a measurement of
sufﬁciency in terms of 1.5°C compatibility.
• The speciﬁc emission reduction component of the headline
target is in line with 1.5°C compatible trajectories or
benchmarks for the sector, according to available literature.

The company’s headline pledge is dependent on neutralisation
through carbon dioxide removals or emission reduction
offsets, but the company’s communication of that headline
pledge also prominently speciﬁes what portion of that target
will be achieved through emission reductions.

The criteria for high integrity are met for at least one of the
company’s major relevant emission scopes, while for other
emission scopes the sufﬁciency or insufﬁciency of targets
cannot be conﬁrmed.

The communication of the company’s headline pledge does
not prominently specify what portion of that target will be
achieved through emission reductions.

No speciﬁc emission reduction target is pledged, or the
speciﬁc emission reduction target is not in line with 1.5°C
trajectories or benchmarks for the sector, according to
available literature.
An assessment of the speciﬁc emission reduction target is
dependent on the availability of sector-level benchmarks, or
methodologies to assess the sector-speciﬁc emission reduction
reductions in line with the Paris Agreement temperature
objectives. The unavailability of these benchmarks or
methodologies in the existing literature does not allow for an
assessment of the speciﬁc sector at this point in time.
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2.3 Substantiation through interim targets
2.3.1 Guiding principles
Specific short and medium-term interim targets requiring immediate action and accountability are of primary importance
for credible corporate commitments to fight climate change, and should be the main focus of corporate target setting.
Long-term visions can provide a useful signal, but only when accompanied with adequately ambitious interim targets
within a timeframe that requires immediate action. Pathways to decarbonisation that are characterised by initially slow or
delayed action will lead to a larger volume of cumulative emissions (Forster et al., 2018). Delayed action thus requires even
deeper emission reductions and larger amounts of highly uncertain carbon dioxide removal at a later date and can put the
objective to limit global warming to 1.5°C beyond reach. Within a corporate environment, we consider that a maximum
5-year timeframe for interim targets is good practice, since it is particularly challenging to establish a credible accountability
mechanism for targets set over the medium or longer-term.
Interim targets must be ambitious enough to align with 1.5 °C compatible emission pathways, similar to emission
reduction commitments in the headline pledge (Section 2.2.1). Where available in the literature, benchmarks for specific
decarbonisation indicators provide key 1.5°C compatible milestones for specific sectors and regions at the global, country,
and corporate level (CAT, 2020; Boehm et al., 2021; Dietz et al., 2021; SBTi, 2021; UNFCCC, 2021). The assessment of
interim targets in the transport sector, for example, can build up on Paris Agreement compatible benchmarks for the phase
out of internal combustion engines in light duty vehicles (LDVs) by 2040 globally, and even earlier in key automobile markets
such as the European Union or the United States (CAT, 2020; UNFCCC, 2021). Emission intensity targets by automobile
manufacturers for their future LDV vehicle fleets being sold can be directly compared to such benchmarks to assess their
compatibility with 1.5°C emission pathways in the transport sector. The development of a comprehensive framework
to assess the alignment of interim targets with 1.5°C compatible emission pathways remains beyond the scope of this
methodology, and an important avenue for future work.

2.3.2 Assessment criteria
In line with the guiding principles above, the evaluation of companies’ interim targets in the Corporate Climate Responsibility
Monitor 2021 is based on the assessment criteria in Table 2.C.

Table 2.C: Assessment criteria for substantiating long-term pledges through interim targets
SUBSTANTIATION OF LONG-TERM PLEDGES THROUGH INTERIM TARGETS
TRANSPARENCY

INTEGRITY
Interim targets comply with all the following criteria:

The company prominently provides details of interim
targets alongside headline pledges.

Targets are aligned with long-term vision in terms of
coverage and depth.
Targets are likely aligned with a 1.5°C trajectory for the
sector (according to available literature)
First interim target is on a timescale that likely requires
immediate action and accountability (maximum 5 years
in the future).

The company has interim targets that are not
easily accessible/found.

Interim targets exist but only comply with two of
the good practice criteria.

The company does not refer to any interim targets.

Interim targets do not exist or do not comply with
at least two of the good practice criteria.
The information provided does not facilitate an assessment.
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3

Reducing own emissions

Encompassing measures for deep emission reductions are the backbone of ambitious corporate climate targets. As
companies’ emissions profiles vary widely, there is not a standardised set of measures that all companies can implement. The
integrity and robustness of companies’ decarbonisation efforts must be considered against each company’s circumstances
and emission profile (section 3.1).
Electricity-related emissions are relevant for all companies to address and are often a central feature of companies’ plans and
claims. For this reason, we single out renewable electricity procurement for deeper assessment (section 3.2).

3.1 Emission reduction measures
3.1.1 Guiding principles
Corporate actors must implement encompassing and deep decarbonisation measures. Decarbonisation efforts should
focus on all relevant emission sources across all three scopes. Adopting readily available measures should be the first priority
for companies that claim to be on a decarbonisation pathway, followed by the scaling up of proven flagship projects and—if
necessary—investments in research and development to find new decarbonisation solutions. Further, companies should have a
clear plan to phase out all carbon-intensive infrastructure and products. Ambitious companies should plan for and implement a
set of measures that leads to complete or near decarbonisation of their activities, depending on the sector they are active in.
Transparent disclosure and information sharing can support replication and the identification of new solutions. Companies
can show real climate leadership by prioritising transparent exchange on climate change mitigation over industry competition,
to support replication of effective measures and to collaborate for the identification of new solutions. Reports that refer to
individual flagship projects may potentially inspire readers, but further details are required to support replication and facilitate
an assessment of the company’s ambition. Companies’ planned measures can only be fully appraised if their plans contain details
on the scale of planned measures using indicators that demonstrate what proportion of a company’s activities will be addressed
by the measures, and what the anticipated impacts are for reductions in GHG emissions.
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3.1.2 Assessment criteria
In line with the guiding principles above, the evaluation of companies’ emission reduction measures in the Corporate Climate
Responsibility Monitor 2021 is based on the assessment criteria in Table 3.C.

Table 3.A: Assessment criteria for emission reduction measures
EMISSION REDUCTION MEASURES
TRANSPARENCY

INTEGRITY
The company currently takes a proactive approach to the
implementation of climate change mitigation measures and
those measures are likely aligned with requirements to
transition to net-zero emissions. This requires, at a minimum,
that the company:

The company provides detailed information on emission
reduction measures for most sources of emissions. The
information includes details on:
• The expected amount of emission reductions or the
emission levels the company expects to reach by its
target year; and
• What share of relevant emission sources are
addressed by the various measures

adopts demonstrated good practice emission
reduction measures;
scales-up demonstrated ﬂagship projects to
mainstream those measures across the organisation;
invests in the development of new solutions
where necessary;
sets out a clear plan to phase out all carbon-intensive
infrastructure and all carbon-intensive products; and
covers all relevant emission sources from the company’s
emission footprint (including scope 1, 2 and 3).
[The assessment is based on expert judgement. Current
emission reduction trends and achievement of past targets may
support the assessment that a given company implements
adequate reduction measures.]

The company provides detailed information on reduction
measures but only for some sources of emissions.
<OR>
The company provides information on reduction measures
for most sources of emissions, but not on:
• The expected amount of emission reductions or the emission
levels the company expects to reach by its target year;
<AND/OR>
• What share of relevant emissions are targeted
by the various measures

The company currently takes a semi-proactive approach to the
implementation of climate change mitigation measures but
those measures may not necessarily be aligned with a sector
speciﬁc 1.5 °C decarbonisation pathway, either because one of
the above criteria is overlooked, or because the measures are
too shallow.
[The assessment is based on expert judgement. Current emission
reduction trends and achievement of past targets may support
the assessment that a given company implements adequate
reduction measures.]
Either of the below:
The company has adopted few or no good practice
emission reduction measures that have been
demonstrated by other companies; or

The company provides no or limited
information on reduction measures.

These measures cover only a small share of the
company’s carbon footprint.
[The assessment is based on expert judgement. Current emission
reduction trends and achievement of past targets may support
the assessment that a given company implements adequate
reduction measures.]
The company’s measures are unclear
and no assessment is possible.
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3.2 Procurement of renewable electricity
3.2.1 Guiding principles
Companies reduce electricity-related emissions in different ways. How a company goes about sourcing renewable electricity
makes a big difference in the actual emission impact and the credibility of renewable electricity consumption claims.
Electricity-related emissions are a relevant emissions source for all companies to address and represent a key component of
many companies’ climate change strategies and pledges. For some companies, those emissions account for the lion’s share of
their emissions. Other companies may have relatively fewer emissions from electricity consumption today, for instance those
in the heavy industry, aviation, and shipping sectors. However, electricity is likely to become increasingly important for those
companies, as they move away from fossil fuels to alternatives such as hydrogen and ammonia, for the production of which
electricity is needed. As alternative fuels are not yet produced at scale, some companies are investing in new facilities that
will produce, for instance, e-methanol or e-hydrogen. Those fuels are only zero carbon if they are based on green electricity.
Companies have a variety of options for sourcing renewable electricity (Table 2). While for some an emissions reduction
claim may be legitimate, for others the impact is unclear. As the impact of projects vary and is often unclear, it is best practice
for companies to combine high quality renewable electricity procurement with the most accurate and transparent emission
reporting, including the location-based accounting method alongside the market-based accounting method (see section A1.1).
On-site renewable electricity generation with on-site storage offers the best guarantee that companies use renewable
electricity without placing a significant burden on grid infrastructure. This approach reduces scope 1 emissions in the case
that those renewable energy technologies replace existing on-site fossil-fuelled generators. Scope 2 emissions are reduced
in the case that new renewable energy installations shift energy demand away from external energy procurement, bringing
renewable energy generation under the direct control of actors (NewClimate Institute and Data-Driven EnviroLab, 2020).
On-site storage systems help take pressure off the grid when a lot of electricity is generated, for instance on very sunny or
windy days, or when demand is low. It also ensures that the company uses renewable electricity when they do not generate
sufficient electricity to cover their demand. In contrast, companies that do not install electricity storage systems, rely on the
grid when their electricity production is lower than their electricity demand. Therefore, the option of on-site generation with
on-site storage is preferable and more likely to guarantee that companies use renewable electricity for their activities.
Monitoring and matching energy consumption with renewable energy on a 24/7 basis can significantly increase the credibility
of claiming that electricity is derived from renewable sources, as long as the electricity is procured from high quality procurement
options that would likely not have existed without the company’s financial support. This procurement option ensures that a
company’s hourly energy consumption is matched with clean energy generation, including at times of peak demand [source].
Monitoring and matching energy consumption at an hourly basis is a relatively new construct and still faces several challenges,
such as the complexity of matching consumption with real-time electricity generation (Avelar and Boer, 2021).
Higher quality Power Purchase Agreements (PPAs) may lead to additional renewable electricity capacity and fewer GHG
emissions. A PPA is a long-term contract between an electricity provider and an electricity consumer, usually spanning 10-20
years. The consumer agrees to purchase a certain amount of electricity from a specific asset under a pre-determined pricing
arrangement. PPAs are generally signed with new renewable energy installations and form part of the project investment
decision (NewClimate Institute and Data-Driven EnviroLab, 2020). PPAs can also be signed for existing installations, in which
case it is less likely the PPA results in additional renewable electricity capacity. However, it may be that existing installations
would cease operations if the operator cannot sign a new PPA.
Investments in renewable electricity capacity are likely to lead to additional renewable energy capacity but are not
necessarily a suitable approach to reduce electricity-related emissions. Companies can only claim a neutralisation of own
electricity-related emissions if no other parties can enter into agreement to claim renewable energy from those installations,
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and that the power is marketed directly (NewClimate Institute and Data-Driven EnviroLab, 2020). Without the guarantee
that other actors cannot claim the renewable electricity, there is a high risk of double counting renewable electricity.
Energy suppliers can charge a premium for renewable energy capacity expansion that is dedicated to the construction
of additional renewable electricity capacity. Such a premium can be bundled with any form of energy procurement model,
such as RECs or a PPA, regardless of the volume of energy procured. More ambitious electricity providers offer their clients
an independently verified guarantee that their electricity generation stems from renewable energy installations not older
than five or ten years (NewClimate Institute and Data-Driven EnviroLab, 2020). A capacity expansion premium alone cannot
underpin the claim of the neutralisation of current electricity emissions, but rather it can be add-on to improve the quality of
any other energy procurement model and contribute to more renewable electricity capacity in the near future.
Renewable Energy Certificates (RECs) – also known under various names, such as Guarantees of Origin (GOs) or Energy
Attribute Certificates (EACs) – often do not contribute to additional renewable electricity capacity. They are not a suitable
approach for corporates to address electricity-related emissions. While the purchase of RECs could in theory send a signal
to investors that there is demand for renewable energy, there are strong indications that RECs do not generally contribute
to the development of additional renewable energy installations in practice. Oversupply of certificates and associated low
prices, along with implicit double counting, are key reasons for this problem. For example, in Europe there is an oversupply of
RECs at low prices that mostly stems from decades-old hydropower installations in Scandinavia (NewClimate Institute and
Data-Driven EnviroLab, 2020).
Further. the sale of RECs displaces more carbon-intensive energy to other consumers. When a customer purchases RECs, the
actual energy mix that a certificate owner receives does not change, nor does the energy mix in the grid. If fossil-fired power
plants and renewable energy technologies feed electricity into a grid, the actors who draw from that grid would all receive a
combination of renewable- and fossil-fired electricity. Consequently, if the owner of a renewable energy generation facility
were to sell RECs to one actor, that actor may claim a lower grid emission factor to determine its scope 2 GHG emissions but
would still continue to receive the same combination of renewable- and fossil-fired electricity. Other customers on the same
grid need to apply a higher grid emissions factor, so their reported electricity-related emissions will increase (NewClimate
Institute and Data-Driven EnviroLab, 2020).
RECs can be bundled or unbundled with the electricity that a company consumes:
• Unbundled RECs: the consumer purchase RECs on the spot market from a third party, separately from the purchase of
electricity from another supplier.
• Bundled RECs – third-party generated: the consumer purchases electricity and RECs from one and the same supplier, but
this supplier has procured the RECs from a third party. In this situation, the supplier may sell fossil fuel power electricity
and green it with the sale of RECs.
• Bundled RECs – supplier generated: the consumer purchases renewable electricity and associated RECs from one and the
same supplier.
• Tailored renewable energy contracts combine key features of RECs and PPAs. Under this model, customers sign a
contract with a renewable energy supplier and commit to purchasing renewable electricity and associated RECs for a
longer period of time and usually from a determined source or asset. The electricity often comes from a new installation,
although this is not necessarily the case (NewClimate Institute and Data-Driven EnviroLab, 2020).
Bundled RECs and tailored renewable energy contracts carry a lower risk of implicit double counting and are likely to send a
stronger signal to the market than unbundled RECs, although still a much weaker one than, for instance, PPAs.
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Table 3B: Overview of renewable electricity procurement options
RENEWABLE ELECTRICITY GENERATION
OR PROCUREMENT CONSTRUCT

GENERAL LIKELIHOOD OF
EMISSION REDUCTION IMPACT

THE INSTALLATION OF RENEWABLE ELECTRICITY WITH STORAGE TECHNOLOGIES
on a company’s own premises can ensure that a company is directly using renewable energy,
without placing any signiﬁcant burden on grid infrastructure.

VERY HIGH

MONITORING AND MATCHING ENERGY CONSUMPTION
WITH RENEWABLE ENERGY ON A 24/7 BASIS
can signiﬁcantly increase the credibility of claiming that electricity is derived from
renewable sources, as long as the electricity is procured from high quality procurement
options that would likely not have existed without the company’s ﬁnancial support.

VERY HIGH

THE INSTALLATION OF RENEWABLE ELECTRICITY WITHOUT STORAGE
on a company’s own site can directly create additional renewable energy capacity. However,
actors that do not have on-site storage will still rely on the national grid when they do not
generate sufﬁcient energy themselves. Therefore, the emission reduction impact of this
option is not as reliable as having on-site renewable electricity and storage technologies.

HIGH

THE ARRANGEMENT OF A HIGHER QUALITY POWER PURCHASE AGREEMENT (PPA)
is likely to ensure additional renewable electricity capacity that would not exist in the
PPA’s absence. Higher quality PPAs are those for new and local electricity generation.
However, the extent to which a PPA leads to additional renewable electricity capacity
depends upon the speciﬁc circumstances and overlap or competition with other potential
project developers. It is therefore not necessarily guaranteed that a signed PPA will
eliminate energy-related emissions. PPAs should include the purchase and transfer of
any renewable energy attribution certiﬁcations to reduce the risk that the renewable
energy claim is double counted.

HIGH

INVESTMENTS IN RENEWABLE ELECTRICITY DEVELOPMENT
can contribute to additional renewable electricity capacity and may be an effective
strategy for companies to pursue, especially in countries with low levels of renewable
electricity penetration. However, investments in renewable electricity development must
also be seen as a business case. Companies should not claim that their equity share in RE
projects reduces their electricity-related emissions, unless they procure the electricity and
attribution certiﬁcates from those own RE investments. Otherwise, there is a material risk
that renewable electricity is double claimed.

HIGH

A CAPACITY EXPANSION PREMIUM,
in which electricity suppliers charge a premium on electricity sales which is dedicated
to funds for additional renewable electricity capacity installations, can channel direct
support to additional renewable energy capacity. This model alone cannot underpin
the claim of the neutralisation of current electricity emissions, but rather it can be
add-on to improve the quality of any other energy procurement model.

MODERATE

PROCUREMENT OF RENEWABLE ENERGY CERTIFICATES (RECS) DIRECTLY
GENERATED BY THE ENERGY SUPPLIER (BUNDLED RECS)
may not currently send any meaningful signal to potential developers of new renewable
energy capacity due to oversupply and low prices. They may also simply displace more
carbon intensive electricity to other consumers in the same market (see Box A1).

MODERATE

RECS GENERATED BY A THIRD PARTY (UNBUNDLED RECS)
face the same limitations as bundled RECs but can even lead to a net decrease in demand
for renewable energy capacity due to the potential for implicit double counting (see Box A1).

LOW

NO RENEWABLE ENERGY PROCUREMENT OR GREEN-ENERGY PREMIUM.
Some companies still do not pursue any form of renewable energy procurement or support.

NIL
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3.2.2 Assessment criteria
In line with the guiding principles above, the evaluation of companies’ renewable electricity procurement in the Corporate
Climate Responsibility Monitor 2021 is based on the assessment criteria in Table 3.C.

Table 3.C: Assessment criteria for procurement of renewable electricity
PROCUREMENT OF RENEWABLE ELECTRICITY
TRANSPARENCY

INTEGRITY
The company has installed on-site renewable energy
capacity and storage; or monitors and watches
[electricity/energy] consumption with renewable energy
on a 24/7 basis
<AND>
These procurement options account for 100% of the
company’s electricity demand.
The company pursues one or a combination of the
following options:
• On-site renewable energy capacity with or without storage

The company provides thorough details on
the pursued renewable energy constructs.

• Monitoring and watching electricity consumption with
renewable energy on a 24/7 basis;
• High-quality PPAs
<AND>
These account for more than 90% but less than 95% of the
company’s electricity demand.
The company uses a capacity expansion premium to cover the
majority of its energy/electricity consumption
<OR>

The company provides a moderate level of detail
on the pursued renewable energy constructs.

The company uses one or a combination of the following
options, but these do not account for the majority of the
company’s energy/electricity consumption:
• On-site renewable energy capacity with or without storage
• Monitoring and watching electricity consumption with
renewable energy on a 24/7 basis;
• High-quality PPAs
The company uses some higher quality procurement options,
but these account for a minor share of its consumption

The company provides very limited to no
details on its pursued renewable energy
supply constructs.

<OR>
The company uses unbundled or bundled RECs;
<OR>
The company does not pursue any renewable energy
procurement option.
The company’s renewable energy supply constructs
are unclear, and an assessment is not feasible.
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4

Climate contributions
and offsetting

Most companies do not have the ability to immediately eliminate their entire GHG emissions footprint. While more and
more companies are charting a pathway to complete decarbonisation and although far reaching reductions are possible and
required in the next years, it will usually be many years or decades until they are able to entirely achieve this goal, even for the
most ambitious companies. Corporate climate leadership includes both setting ambitious targets for emission reductions in
the company’s own value chain, as well as taking responsibility for unabated emissions in the meantime.
For some companies, taking responsibility for unabated emissions means making climate contributions to support climate
change mitigation beyond the company’s value chain without making a neutralisation claim, while for others it means
offsetting and claiming to neutralise their emissions through carbon dioxide removals or emission reduction offset credits.
Some companies pursue both approaches in parallel. This section assesses practices and trends related to these approaches.

4.1 Climate contributions without a neutralisation claim
4.1.1 Guiding principles
In recognition of the limitations of offsetting and the need to ramp up financial support for climate action worldwide, some
actors are moving away from the offsetting model to making a climate contribution without any neutralisation claim.
We define climate contributions as the financial support provided by a company to support climate change action beyond
the company’s own value chain, without claiming to neutralise its own emissions. A company can claim to contribute
to climate change mitigation activities, without claiming ownership of the emission reduction outcomes and without
subtracting associated reductions from their own GHG inventory or net-zero target. Climate contributions, which represent
an alternative approach to offsetting, are a central feature of NewClimate Institute’s Climate Responsibility approach
(NewClimate Institute, 2020) and the WWF-BCG Climate Blueprint (WWF and BCG, 2020).
An internal carbon price on emissions can inform the volume of financial support. This way, climate contributions are
linked to a company’s responsibility for its own unabated emissions. The volume of financial contributions can serve as a key
indicator of climate leadership. Ambitious companies could, for example, use the proceeds of an internal carbon price that is
set at a high enough level to send a clear incentive signal for embarking on a 1.5°C-compatible decarbonisation trajectory.
Companies can channel their climate contributions towards a wide range of activities. Since they are not planning to claim to
neutralise their emissions, companies making climate contributions are not tied to procuring carbon offset credits and enjoy far
greater flexibility in the type of activities they can support to advance global decarbonisation. This could include, for example,
support for carbon removals through nature-based solutions, which does not offer sufficient guarantees of permanence to
truly neutralise emissions (see section 4.2.1), but which is critical to addressing climate change and requires more financial
support globally. Other examples include emerging technologies and measures for hard-to-abate sectors, where innovation
and investment is needed to find new solutions. Uncertainties regarding the eventual emissions reductions delivered by more
immature technologies and higher-risk investments may make them less attractive to project developers looking to generate
offset credits, but a more suitable avenue for those channelling financial support in the form of climate contributions.
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Climate contributions without neutralisation claims can provide a transparent, constructive and ambitious approach to
take responsibility for unabated emissions:
• More transparent: Targets that are formulated independently from offsetting, without any netting-out of actual climate
impacts, are more transparent and provide a clearer signal to decarbonise the company’s own value chain.
• More constructive: Developing countries need more financial support to ramp up their mitigation action; voluntary action
from companies is a vital channel of such support. A constructive environment is required, where this finance positively
reinforces ambition raising, rather than one that provides perverse incentives to limit the ratcheting up of national climate
commitments. In contrast to offsetting approaches, if the financial support from voluntary action results in emission
reductions that are owned by the actors supported and the host country they operate in, this action will not conflict with the
host country’s GHG emission reduction target. Instead it can provide support for reaching and ratcheting up those targets.
• More ambitious: The contribution claim model is aligned with the concept of ratcheting ambition through a race to the
top, a concept that underpins the Paris Agreement. If companies are free to self-determine their own ambition for their
climate contributions – as countries do through Nationally Determined Contributions – this may result in a race to the top
to demonstrate the highest ambition, without limits. This would mark a significant shift from the offsetting approach in
which many companies race to the bottom and exploit loopholes to deliver a fixed target at the lowest cost.
Companies should disclose details on their climate contributions, including the basis for determining the volume of their
financial contributions, the amount that they contribute each year, the recipients and the anticipated or measured impacts. It
is critical that communication around these climate contributions avoids any implication that they serve to offset the actual
emissions of the company.
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4.1.2 Assessment criteria
In line with the guiding principles above, the evaluation of companies’ climate contributions in the Corporate Climate
Responsibility Monitor 2022 is based on the assessment criteria in Table 4.A.

Table 4.A: Assessment criteria for good practice climate contributions
EMISSION REDUCTION MEASURES
TRANSPARENCY
The company discloses information on its approach to
climate contributions, including details on all of the
following:

INTEGRITY

The company assumes responsibility for climate
contributions.

the basis for determining the volume of the
ﬁnancial contributions;

The company does not use any credits arising from the
projects to claim the neutralisation of its own emissions.

the total volume of ﬁnance (per year);

The volume of ﬁnance is derived from, or at least
equivalent to, an internal carbon tax across all scope 1, 2
and 3 emissions at a Paris-compatible price level.

the project recipients;
rationale for selection of project recipients;
expected impact of support provision.

The company assumes responsibility for its unabated
emissions through climate contributions.
The company discloses some information on its approach
to climate contributions, but without covering all of the
good practice transparency criteria.

The company alludes to possible climate contributions but
without providing sufﬁcient clarity on whether the support
is provided to claim neutralisation.

The company does not use any credits arising from the
projects to claim the neutralisation of its own emissions.
However, the volume of ﬁnance is not derived from, or
equivalent to, an internal carbon tax across all emissions
at a Paris-compatible price level.

The company does not assume responsibility for climate
contributions without a neutralisation claim.

The company provides insufﬁcient information to
assess the sufﬁciency of its climate contributions.
No climate contributions could be identiﬁed.
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4.2 Offsetting claims
Some companies claim to offset their unabated emissions, by supporting the development of climate change mitigation
projects through the procurement of carbon offset credits.
The credibility of a neutralisation claim is dependent on the specific carbon dioxide removal or emission reduction offsets procured.

4.2.1 Guiding principles
Definition of offsetting claims
Companies make an offsetting claim when they assert that unabated GHG emissions within their value chain are
“neutralised”, “netted-out”, or “offset” through carbon dioxide removals or emission reduction activities outside of their
value chain. The practice of offsetting has been afflicted by controversy and contention due to significant uncertainties in the
real impact of offset credit use as well as the suitability of carbon dioxide removals for neutralising emissions. Accordingly,
terminology for offsetting is highly sensitive and inconsistent. Many actors now avoid the term offsetting entirely; companies
and initiatives more often refer to “neutralisation”, “netting-out”, “compensation”, “reducing the footprint”, while some actors
use multiple terminologies to distinguish between offsetting in different circumstances and at different times. The Corporate
Climate Responsibility Monitor assesses all claims that unabated GHG emissions within the value chain are offset as
offsetting claims, including all synonymous terminologies and project types.

Integrity of offsetting in the context of the Paris Agreement
The global governance framework of the Paris Agreement represents a different context from the Kyoto-era, under which
most existing offsetting mechanisms and standards were developed.
The environmental integrity of an offsetting claim has always been dependent on various factors, including but not limited
to additionality, permanence, avoidance of double counting, leakage, and the accuracy of quantified impacts (Carbon Credit
Quality Initiative, 2021). In addition to these long-established principles, several new factors are now of key importance to
the integrity of an offsetting claim, since the coming into force of Paris Agreement:
• Additionality in the context of safeguarding Paris ambition: Under the global governance framework of the Paris
Agreement, offset credits can only provide an appropriate guarantee of additionality if they are generated from highhanging-fruit mitigation projects (see High-hanging fruit p27).
• Corresponding adjustments: Corresponding adjustments on offset credit transactions are a minimum requirement to limit
double counting of the emission reduction (see Corresponding adjustments p29).
• Net-zero compatibility: Credits should only be procured from projects that are compatible with net-zero emission
technology and infrastructure (see Net-zero compatibility p30).
• Carbon dioxide removals: Carbon dioxide removal projects are rarely suitable for offsetting due to lack of permanence,
scarcity and environmental damages (see Suitability of carbon dioxide removals for offsetting p30).
These four key concepts are addressed in more detail in the following sub-sections.
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The Corporate Climate Responsibility Monitor assesses the integrity of offsetting claims that companies make today
independently from offsetting plans that companies have for the future:
• Integrity of offsetting claims today
The integrity of offsetting claims today is first and foremost hampered by the reality that there are currently no offset
credits available from any markets that can meet all the criteria for robust environmental integrity (list above). Although
the Paris Agreement is already in force, an accounting mechanism for corresponding adjustments is yet to be established
under any international offsetting standard, though according to the decision of COP26 in November 2021, this will be
possible through the procurement of authorised A6.4ER credits2 in the future. There are also currently very few examples
of existing offsetting projects that represent the high-hanging fruit of mitigation potential, given that offsetting markets to
date have mainly focused on reaching the most cost-effective mitigation potential.
On account of the huge surplus of carbon offset credits available from existing projects and the low market prices for
offset credits, among other factors, many available offset credits today may represent little-to-no meaningful climate
impact. Emission reduction credits generated by existing and more easily accessible projects are generally sold at
relatively low prices on both compliance and voluntary markets. Buyers paid an average USD 3/tCO2e for voluntary
offset credits in 2018 (Donofrio et al., 2019), with the 99-percentile upper range outliers at a price of USD 16/tCO2e,
substantially less than the carbon price range of USD 40-80/tCO2e which the High-Level Commission on Carbon Prices
(2017) found to be consistent with the Paris Agreement 1.5˚C temperature goal. Such prices cannot sufficiently incentivise
companies to make operational changes to further reduce their own scope 1, 2 and 3 emissions.
A small niche of higher-quality existing offset projects that rely on carbon revenues may represent a moderate chance
of meaningful climate impact, but none of these projects carry a complete guarantee of additional action that can be
considered equivalent to emission reductions and few, if any, send a meaningful signal for decarbonisation of the buyer’s
own emissions footprint.
To date, the voluntary carbon market has been highly fragmented and unregulated. The credibility of offset procurement
for carbon neutrality claims today must be assessed on a case-by-case basis, considering primarily whether the offsetting
revenue can drive additional emission reductions, but also taking note of other potential loopholes or environmental
integrity concerns.
• Integrity of offsetting plans for the future
Companies planning to offset their emissions in the future may not be able to identify specific projects today, but they
can make an explicit statement of intent to restrict offsetting activity to high-hanging fruit projects with corresponding
adjustments, along with other necessary conditions for environmental integrity.
It is also important that companies do not claim to meet a “net” emissions target by only offsetting their climate footprint
in the year of the target, e.g. if the company were to claim it achieved a net-zero target for 2040 by offsetting its annual
emissions in 2040, without taking equivalent responsibility for emissions in prior (or subsequent) years. This practice,
which is a risk for all single-year targets, would likely mislead consumers, shareholders, regulators and other observers on
the true impact of the company’s overall contribution to the global stock of GHG emissions.

High-hanging fruit mitigation projects
Under the global governance framework of the Paris Agreement, offset credits can only provide an appropriate guarantee
of additionality if they are generated from high-hanging-fruit mitigation projects
The high hanging fruit of mitigation potential refers to the technologies and measures to decarbonise emission sources
that remain otherwise entirely inaccessible to host country governments in the near- and mid-term future, on account of
extraordinary costs or other insurmountable barriers that cannot reasonably be overcome.

2 A6.4ER credits refer to authorised emission reduction credits established under Article 6.4 of the Paris Agreement.
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A key condition for determining the integrity of offset credits is the additionality of the emission reduction project; that
is, the guarantee that credited emission reductions are additional to what could be achieved without the incentives of the
offsetting programme. In historical offsetting mechanisms, additionality could be proven by showing that local legislation
did not require the activity and that offsetting revenues could help overcome barriers which would otherwise prevent
implementation. Since the coming into force of the Paris Agreement, the concept of additionality needs to be redefined and
should imply certainty that the project supported could not realistically have been implemented otherwise through unilateral
ambition enhancements on the part of host-country governments.
The impact from offset credits cannot be considered additional if it presents credit-selling territories with a perverse
incentive to limit the extent to which they ratchet up their own ambition during NDC revision cycles. The prospect of
potential revenues from emission reduction credits presents a risk that, to maximise foreign investment, countries or
subnational territories may limit their own national GHG reduction targets so that more of their mitigation potential can be
tapped by international offsetting mechanisms.
To overcome this potential ambition pitfall, offsetting projects should be sufficiently ambitious that they avoid presenting any
conflict with the host country’s own ambition.
An increasing number of crediting standards, companies and countries already advocate for high-hanging fruit mitigation
projects as an attractive or even preferable option for offsetting mechanisms in the future. It is important that all crediting
standards recognise targeting truly inaccessible mitigation options as the only credible option today. No other proposed
safeguards for pursuing offsetting mechanisms can reliably overcome the perverse incentive ambition pitfall for host
countries.
High-hanging fruit projects may incentivise further decarbonisation and lead to the identification of new solutions.
High hanging fruit mitigation projects also partially safeguard against the risk of delayed decarbonisation action on the
part of the buyer: a potential ambition pitfall of offsetting mechanisms in the context of the Paris Agreement, is that credit
procurement can offer a cheap alternative to the decarbonisation of one’s own emissions, which could lead to delayed action
and a continuation of misaligned investments into new infrastructure that is not compatible with long-term decarbonisation
trajectories. High hanging fruit projects are more likely to mitigate against this risk to some extent, since they are likely to
fetch a significantly higher price, sending a clearer signal to the buyer for further decarbonisation of their own emissions.
In addition to being the only credible option for post-2020 offsetting mechanisms to overcome potential ambition pitfalls, high
hanging fruit mitigation projects can also be an attractive prospect for advancing on deeper decarbonisation trajectories at the
global level, if this results in the identification and implementation of solutions to address harder-to-abate emission sources.
The identification and development of high hanging fruit projects requires a radical shift of the offsetting market.
A shift to high hanging fruit offsetting projects marks a significant transition. There are very few, if any, examples of existing
credited projects that represent “high-hanging fruit” and could be considered truly additional in the context of safeguarding
ambition in the Paris-era. Most emission reduction projects registered under crediting programmes to date have been
developed in the context of cost-saving mechanisms under a pre-Paris governance framework in which not all countries
had climate targets, rather than in the context of an ambition-raising mechanism that is aligned with the new post-Paris
global climate governance framework. Accordingly, Shifting the focus towards high hanging fruit projects requires a radical
transformation of the offsetting market. These “high-hanging fruit” projects are nascent worldwide, require specific knowhow, and/or come at high cost (Warnecke et al., 2018).3
3

Specific examples include geothermal heat pumps to replace coal-fired heating plants in Mongolia and Net-Zero Energy Buildings in Colombia (Kachi et al., 2020; Nascimento et al., 2020).
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Project developers that look to operate in post-2020 offsetting mechanisms with high hanging fruit mitigation projects will
need to adjust their market search to move from upscaling more accessible mitigation technologies, to the development and
implementation of more innovative technologies for harder-to-abate emission sources. This will take considerable time and
resources to develop. Moreover, the scope of technologies and measures that would count as high-hanging fruits will be a
gradually decreasing niche of activities, as countries’ ambition and capabilities increase over the years.
On these considerations, it seems unlikely that high hanging fruit mitigation projects can serve the mass demand for offsets
that some analysts have forecast for the coming decades, and which some companies currently plan for. Rather, if offsetting
mechanisms are to be implemented in a credible way that safeguards against ambition pitfalls, offsets can only play an ever
increasingly niche role in companies’ and nations’ climate change mitigation strategies.
More accessible mitigation projects and nature-based solutions should still be supported without neutralisation claims.
Although many existing carbon offset projects represent relatively low-hanging fruit and come at low costs, they may still
be attractive to support, either to support other actors to implement their climate targets or on account of the associated
sustainable development benefits. However, support providers should re-consider whether an offsetting claim is appropriate
in cases where the climate impact is uncertain, or whether a climate contribution without a neutralisation claim may be more
credible (see section 4.1).

Corresponding adjustments
Corresponding adjustments on offset credit transactions are a minimum requirement to limit double counting of the
emission reduction.
A corresponding adjustment requires that the country hosting an activity is required to make adjustments to their
GHG emissions inventory to account for the volume of internationally transferred mitigation outcomes. Corresponding
adjustments help ensure that the same emission reduction cannot be used towards multiple purposes, such as the national
target of the project host country (referred to as “Nationally Determined Contribution”, or NDC, under the Paris Agreement)
as well as the NDC of another country, or in support of a corporate’s climate claim or target. While this is an intuitive concept,
it is not yet a standard facilitated practice for any offsetting standards.
Under the rules for Article 6 of the Paris Agreement, agreed at COP26 in November 2021, corresponding adjustments are
required for the transaction of any authorised A6.4ERs for any purpose. Given the potential complexities of establishing a
functional system for corresponding adjustments, it remains unclear whether the voluntary offsetting standards will also
introduce systems for corresponding adjustments, or if they will align and integrate with the Article 6.4 project registry.
Some offset providers and companies continue to reject the concept of corresponding adjustments and claim that this
should not be required for companies purchasing voluntary offsets. More ambitious standards and companies will view
corresponding adjustments as a minimum requirement.
This accounting adjustment alone does not guarantee the environmental integrity of an offset credit, but is a minimum
requirement to uphold integrity in combination with the following criteria.
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Net-zero compatibility
Credits should only be procured from projects that are compatible with net-zero emission technology and infrastructure.
To support the objectives of the Paris Agreement, financial support must be channelled to the identification and scaling
of long-term solutions. Investments in bridging technologies that represent marginal emission reductions, but which are
not compatible in with zero emission technologies, may result in stranded assets, and can delay investment in the cleanest
technologies.
For sectors that should be fully decarbonised before 2050, the supported technologies and measures must be compatible
with a zero-emission sector. For harder-to-abate sectors, the supported technologies should be compatible with other best
available or emerging decarbonisation technologies within those sectors.
This requirement is established in the Article 6 rules, although weak language may lead to deviating interpretations.
Companies should take care of the projects from which their credits originate to ensure the environmental integrity of the
credit and the credibility of their claims.

Suitability of carbon dioxide removals for offsetting claims
It can be good practice for companies to support the development of carbon dioxide removals (CDR) inside or outside
their value chain in parallel to emission reductions.
All scenarios consistent with a 1.5°C temperature increase include a major role for carbon dioxide removals, or “CDR”
(Forster et al., 2018). This includes nature-based solutions for carbon sequestration in forests, soils, peatlands and
mangroves, technological solutions such as bioenergy with carbon capture and storage (BECCS) and direct air carbon capture
with storage (DACCS), and solutions with mineral storage. Finance is needed to scale up carbon dioxide removal efforts,
and corporates could play a key role. It is more appropriate for corporates to channel support for carbon dioxide removals
through climate contributions without neutralisation claims.
It may be credible for companies to claim to neutralise their emissions under the specific conditions that they only offset
residual emissions from hard-to-abate emission sources with carbon dioxide removals that have a high likelihood of
sufficient permanence. Scarce potential and environmental damages mean that CDR measures cannot be considered a
credible neutralisation of unabated emissions that could be feasibly reduced.
Credible neutralisation of individual companies’ GHG emissions through financing carbon dioxide removal initiatives must
focus on storage options that provide a sufficient guarantee of permanence, and are not significantly constrained by technical
or physical limitations on the storage potential. Credibility also depends on the source of emissions that the corporate
intends to offset.
• CDR permanence: The permanence of a CDR outcome refers to the degree of certainty that the sequestered carbon
will not be released at a later point in time. The permanence of different technologies depends on where in the earth’s
system the carbon is sequestered. Sequestration in the lithosphere (such as injection into depleted fossil fuel reservoirs
and aquifers or mineralisation into rocks) and in the hydrosphere (storage in deep oceans) have a more robust (and thus
longer) degree of permanence compared to the biosphere (such as in trees or soils) due to its vulnerability to natural
and anthropogenic disturbances. The release of previously sequestered carbon negates any accrued benefits of the
sequestration. The release of previously sequestered carbon negates any benefits of the sequestration: at the point at
which the carbon dioxide is released, the atmospheric concentration of carbon dioxide is restored to the same value that
it would have been had the CDR activity never taken place. If non-permanent removals are used to neutralise emissions,
the global CO2 concentration will increase as a result (Jeffery et al., 2020). A sufficient guarantee of permanence requires
a high likelihood that the captured carbon will remain stored over a timeframe of centuries to millenniums. Significant
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reliance on measures that have a reasonable likelihood of releasing captured carbon over a timeframe of decades present
a risk of materially increasing atmospheric carbon concentrations either this century or in the next.
• Scarcity of CDR potential: The maximum potential of most carbon dioxide removal measures is technically limited,
and further restricted by environmental constraints. Due to issues such as land requirements, high water consumption,
high energy consumption, land degradation and pollution, among other environmental costs, carbon dioxide removal
technologies can only be scaled up so far without significantly endangering sustainable development goals including food
security. The scarcity of carbon dioxide removal measures is an important consideration when evaluating net-zero claims
at the level of individual actors. Robust future use of scarce carbon dioxide removal options must be consistent with
achieving net-zero and eventually net-negative emissions at the global level, which is required to avoid the most damaging
effects of climate change over the coming decades. To align with 1.5°C compatible pathways at the global level, some
sectors with the technical ability to fully decarbonise will need to reach zero emissions, while carbon dioxide removals are
likely needed to balance out the residual emissions from other hard-to-abate sectors. Any allocation of rights of ownership
to scarce carbon dioxide removals will require international oversight as well as detailed (and likely highly complex)
considerations of fairness and appropriate use to ensure efficient and effective efforts to contain and then reduce the
atmospheric stock of emissions. It is not appropriate for companies today to make climate pledges which assume they will
have the right to use scarce CDR outcomes to offset their own emissions decades in the future (or the financial resources
to pay for these). If specific companies – for example in the energy industries – claim ownership of scarce carbon dioxide
removals now or for a time in the future, then it will not be possible for those removals to balance out residual emissions in
hard-to-abate sectors, and it will not be possible to reach net-zero emissions at the economy-wide level. We consider the
technical potential of CDR measures considering environmental constraints, since these potentials cannot be exceeded
without causing significant environmental damages and major conflicts with other resource demands. We consider the
scarcity of technical potential against the understanding that 1.5 °C compatible pathways may require carbon dioxide
removals of up to approximately 20 GtCO2e-yr by 2050 (based on interpretation of scenarios P1-P4 from Calvin et al.,
2018), to balance out residual emissions from hard-to-abate sectors and go beyond to overall net-negative emissions
thereafter.
• Source of emissions to offset: The credibility of a neutralisation claim partly depends on whether removals are used to
balance out residual emissions from hard-to-abate emission sources where no known feasible options remain for further
decarbonisation, or against unabated emissions for which further emission reductions are technically feasible. CDR
technologies and measures all entail some degree of uncertainty regarding permanence, scarcity and environmental
damages. For residual emissions, CDR measures may be the only option available. However, for unabated emissions, CDR
measures with uncertainties and environmental costs are not a credible equivalent alternative.
Table 4.B gives and overview of the suitability of CDR measures and technologies for neutralisation claims, in line with these
principles, according to best available information in 2021.
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Assessment of specific CDR measures and technologies (according to best available information in 2021)
Table 4.B: Overview of the factors affecting suitability of CDR technologies for neutralising GHG emissions
APPROACH

FACTORS AFFECTING SUITABILITY FOR OFFSETTING

LIKELY
PERMANENCE

CDR measures with mineral storage have a
reasonable likelihood to meet the criteria of
permanence and additional potential to be
considered a credible neutralisation of residual
emissions from hard-to-abate emission sources.
Uncertainties on the environmental limitations mean
that the credibility of claiming the neutralisation of
other unabated emissions is contentious.

For BECCS and DACCS with underground storage,
high storage permanence is possible, although
uncertainty on the risk of leaks remains. The limited
additional potential of these measures, as well as the
considerable environmental concerns and energy
system inefﬁciencies, mean that these measures are
not a reasonable equivalent alternative to emission
reductions for unabated emissions when further
emission reductions are feasible.

ENHANCED
WEATHERING

Centuries to
millenniums

MINERAL
CARBONATION

Centuries to
millenniums

BIOENERGY WITH
CARBON CAPTURE AND
STORAGE (BECCS)

Theoretically
centuries to
millenniums,
(uncertain)

DIRECT AIR CARBON
CAPTURE AND STORAGE
(DACCS)

Theoretically
centuries to
millenniums,
(uncertain)

SOIL CARBON
SEQUESTRATION

CDR measures based on biological capture and
storage do not have the necessary degree of
permanence, nor the additional potential, to be
credibly considered an equivalent to emission
reductions. These measures are also vulnerable to
the displacement of emissions to other locations.

BIOCHAR

AFFORESTATION &
REFORESTATION (AR)

Years
to decades

Scarcity in terms of additional potential (A)
(GtCO2e-yr)
TOTAL
TECHNICAL
POTENTIAL

Likely vast
4-95 (Lenton, 2014;
Taylor et al., 2015;
Streﬂer et al., 2018)

Likely vast
8,200-34,700 GtCO2e
cumulative
(Kelemen et al., 2019)

Years
to decades

Finite but possibly
moderate
2-4 (Fuss et al., 2018)

Unknown,
likely vast

Finite and
possibly scarce

Finite and
possibly scarce

0.4-11.3 (Roe et al., 2019)

0.5-5 (Fuss et al., 2018)

Likely vast

Finite and
possibly scarce

5-40 (Fuss et al., 2018)

Finite and
possibly scarce
0.3-6.8 (Roe et al., 2019)

Decades
to centuries

ENVIRONMENTALLY
CONSTRAINED
POTENTIAL

Finite and
possibly scarce

0.5-5 (Fuss et al., 2018)

Finite and
possibly scarce
0.9-1.9 (Hepburn
et al., 2019)

Finite and
possibly scarce

0.03-6.6 (de Coninck
et al., 2018)

0.3-2 (Fuss et al., 2018)

Finite and
possibly scarce

Finite and
possibly scarce

0.5-10.1 (Roe et al., 2019)

0.5-3.6 (Fuss et al., 2018)

ENVIRONMENTAL
CONSTRAINTS

DISPLACEMENT
OF EMISSIONS

Loss of habitats, water
and air pollution from
rock mining.

No issue

High-water
requirements; induced
seismicity; groundwater
contamination.

No issue

Land scarcity;
monoculture affecting
biodiversity and soil
health; very high-water
requirements.

No issue

High water and energy
requirements; pollution
from by-products.

No issue

Soil saturation;
land scarcity.

Vulnerable

Plant resilience;
ecosystem albedo;
land degradation;
loss of habitat.

Vulnerable

Land availability;
food security.

Vulnerable
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Relevance of Article 6 mechanisms for voluntary markets
The rules for the use of Article 6 of the Paris Agreement—agreed at COP26 in November 2021—establish a mechanism
for the issuance of authorised emission reduction credits (A6.4ERs) that can be transferred for international mitigation
purposes, including the voluntary offset credit procurement of individual companies. The agreed rules governing Article
6.4 are important because they represent the first and only internationally agreed standard for carbon trading in the Paris
era, with a framework that can in theory be used to ensure environmental integrity and credible neutralisation claims. For
this reason, the use of authorised A6.4ERs may represent a credible option for companies making offsetting claims through
emission reductions or carbon dioxide removals outside of their own value chains.
However, the use of authorised A6.4ERs alone will not be sufficient to predetermine environmental integrity. Although the
agreed rules may lead to the establishment a framework that could be used to develop projects with robust environmental
integrity, the rules also include loopholes as well as weak language on important issues. These loopholes can be used – and
the weak language can be interpreted – in ways that could completely undermine the integrity of transactions and lead to an
increase in emissions. The credibility of companies’ offsetting claims will still depend on the specific credits that they accept,
the projects that they come from, and the procedure for accounting the transaction.

4.2.2 Assessment criteria
In line with the guiding principles of the previous sections, the evaluation of companies’ offsetting claims today and their
plans for the future are based on the assessment criteria in Table 4.C and Table 4.D, respectively.

Table 4.C: Assessment criteria for neutralisation claims in the present
OFFSETTING CLAIMS TODAY
TRANSPARENCY

INTEGRITY

The company claims the neutralisation of its emissions with carbon dioxide
removal or emission reduction offsets, and provides explicit and clear details
on all of the following:
Volume of carbon dioxide removal and emission reduction offsets.
The speciﬁc projects from which any carbon dioxide removal or emission
reduction offsets are procured and timing of the project activity.
Credit prices paid
The dependence on emission reduction or carbon dioxide removal offsets
is presented prominently alongside the claim as a clear disclaimer.
The neutralisation claim applies to all emission scopes
to avoid misleading statements.
The company claims the neutralisation of its emissions with carbon dioxide
removal or emission reduction offsets, and provides explicit and clear details
on all of the following:
Volume of procured offset credits.
The speciﬁc projects from which any offset credits are procured.
The neutralisation claim applies to all emission scopes, or for
neutralisation claims that cover only selected emission scopes, the
formulation of the claim is clear and without potential to mislead.

Projects are assessed individually on a
case-by-case basis to determine the credibility
of the neutralisation claim. The assessment
considers primarily whether the emission
reductions are dependent on the offsetting
revenue to be achieved, but also takes note of
other potential loopholes or environmental
integrity concerns that can be identiﬁed.

It is not clear whether the company claims the neutralisation
of any emissions today.
<OR>
The company claims the neutralisation of its emissions
without providing details on the volume of procured offset credits, and/or
without providing details on the speciﬁc projects from which those
credits are procured.
covering only selected emission scopes with a claim that has the
potential to mislead.
The company does not claim the neutralisation of any emissions today.
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The company does not claim the neutralisation
of any emissions in 2020/21.

Table 4.D: Assessment criteria for neutralisation claims planned for the future
NEUTRALISATION PLANS FOR THE FUTURE
TRANSPARENCY

INTEGRITY
The company explicitly commits to procure only credits
equivalent to a maximum of 5% of its 2019 emissions, that comply
with the following criteria:

The company plans to claim the neutralisation of its
emissions with carbon dioxide removal or emission
reduction offsets, and all the following criteria are met:
Plans for emission reduction or carbon dioxide
removal offsets is presented prominently alongside
pledges as a clear disclaimer.
The company discloses the (maximum) proportion of
the company’s emissions that the company will claim
neutralisation for in the future.
The company sets out details on the type of projects to
be supported and the credits to be procured, or sets
out clear principles for how it will make these
decisions in the future.

The transactions are subject to corresponding adjustments.
Projects are additional in the context of safeguarding Paris
ambition (high hanging fruits).
Projects are compatible with net-zero emission technology
and infrastructure.
In the case of credits procured from carbon dioxide removal
projects, all the following criteria are required in addition to the
previous criteria:
Credits will be used only to neutralise residual emissions from
hard-to-abate emission sources.
Carbon dioxide removals will have a high likelihood
of high permanence.
The speciﬁc means of carbon dioxide removal and storage is
not “scarce” and not associated with high environmental costs.
The company explicitly commits to procure credits equivalent to
a maximum of 10% of its 2019 emissions, from carbon dioxide
removal projects with the following criteria:
The transactions are subject to corresponding adjustments.

The company plans to claim the neutralisation of its
emissions with carbon dioxide removal or emission
reduction offsets, and at least one of the good practice
transparency criteria is met.

Projects are additional in the context of safeguarding Paris
ambition (high hanging fruits).
Credits are used only to neutralise residual emissions from
hard-to-abate emission sources.
Carbon dioxide removals have a high likelihood of high
permanence; but
the means of carbon dioxide removal and storage is “scarce”,
<OR>
associated with high environmental costs.
The company plans to claim the neutralisation of residual
emissions without meeting all the above criteria. This includes,
for example:
planning to claim the neutralisation of emissions with
projects that do not constitute high hanging fruit

The company is not clear about its plans for
neutralisation of emissions, or none of the good
practice transparency criteria is met.

planning to neutralise residual emissions with carbon
dioxide removals that do not carry a high likelihood of
permanence, or
planning to neutralise unabated emissions that could
feasibly be further reduced with any carbon dioxide removal
measures.
The company is not clear about its
plans for neutralisation of emissions.

The company will not use carbon dioxide removals or emission
reduction offsets to neutralise emissions for their targets.

The company will not use carbon dioxide removals or emission
reduction offsets to neutralise emissions for their targets.
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Glossary and abbreviations
Additional potential (of CDR)
Biological capture and storage
Climate contribution

See “Scarcity (of CDR)”
See “Nature based solutions”.
We define climate contributions as the financial support provided by a
company to support climate change action beyond the company’s own
value chain, without claiming the neutralisation of its own emissions
in return.

Carbon dioxide removals (CDR)

All scenarios consistent with a 1.5°C temperature increase include
a major role for carbon dioxide removals (Forster et al., 2018). This
includes nature-based solutions for carbon sequestration in forests,
soils, peatlands and mangroves, technological solutions such as
BECCS and DACCS with underground storage, and solutions with
mineral storage.

Carbon offset credit

A carbon offset credit is a certified unit of a reduction of GHG
emissions, or a removal of carbon dioxide (see Carbon dioxide
removals), which is used to balance out GHG emissions elsewhere.
The practice of offsetting is often contentious (see section 4.1.2).

CDP

Formerly the Carbon Disclosure Project: Many companies report
emissions as well as other details of their climate strategies to CDP.
CDP provide companies with a certified rating of their level of climate
transparency, which is often used in company’s marketing materials.

GHG Protocol

The GHG Protocol is an initiative driven by the World Resources
Institute and World Business Council for Sustainable Development,
that provides international guidance and standards for GHG
emissions accounting.

High-hanging fruit

The high-hanging fruit of mitigation potential refers to the
technologies and measures to decarbonise emission sources that
remain otherwise entirely inaccessible to host country governments
in the near- and mid-term future, on account of high costs or other
insurmountable barriers that cannot reasonably be overcome.

Insetting

“Insetting” is a business-driven concept used by a limited number
of actors with no universally accepted definition. Insetting is often
described as offsetting within the value chain. The approach can lead
to low credibility GHG emission offsetting claims and presents a
significant risk of double counting the same emission reductions. (see
Box A4 section 4.2)
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Integrity (rating)

The Corporate Climate Responsibility Monitor assesses the
transparency and integrity of companies’ climate pledges.
Integrity, in this context, is a measure of the quality, credibility and
comprehensiveness of a company’s approaches towards the various
elements of corporate climate responsibility.

Location-based method (for scope 2
emissions accounting)

The location-based method for scope 2 emissions accounting reflects
the average emission intensity of the electricity grid from which the
consumer’s energy is delivered.

Market-based method (for scope 2
emissions accounting)

The market-based method for scope 2 emissions accounting reflects
the emissions from electricity generation specifically procured by the
consumer (which may not reflect the electricity they actually consume
from a grid that features multiple buyers and sellers). It derives
emission factors from contractual renewable electricity procurement
instruments.

Nationally determined contributions (NDCs)

Nationally determined contributions (NDCs) are the pledges made by
national governments to the United Nations Framework Convention
on Climate Change to mitigate climate change. The Paris Agreement
requires all Parties to submit and regularly update their NDCs to
represent their possible highest level of ambition. Recognising the
insufficiency of climate change mitigation commitments in existing
NDCs, the Glasgow Pact from COP26 urged all Parties to update their
NDCs again ahead of COP27.

Nature-based solutions

Nature-based solutions refer to measures for carbon dioxide
removal that involve biological carbon capture and storage in natural
ecosystems, such as soils, forests, peatland and mangroves.

Neutralisation

Neutralisation of emissions is usually a term that is synonymous with
offsetting and refers to the balancing out of emissions released into the
atmosphere with the avoidance, or removal from the atmosphere, of an
equivalent volume of emissions elsewhere. Many actors now avoid the
term offsetting entirely; companies and initiatives more often refer to
“neutralisation”, “netting-out”, “compensation”, “reducing the footprint”,
while some actors use multiple terminologies to distinguish between
offsetting in different circumstances and at different times. We define
all claims that unabated GHG emissions within the value chain are
offset as offsetting claims, including all synonymous terminologies and
all project types.

Non-GHG climate forcers

Non-GHG climate forcers include the emission of gases and aerosols,
and processes that change cloud abundance, leading to radiative
forcing. Radiative forcing is a change in the balance of radiation in
the atmosphere, which contributes to global warming. For example,
the non-GHG climate forcers are estimated to increase the climate
impact of GHG emissions from the aviation industry by a factor of
approximately 3.(Atmosfair, 2016)
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Offsetting
Permanence (of CDR)

See carbon offset.
The permanence of a CDR outcome refers to the timescale and degree
to which sequestered carbon remains stored and not released into the
atmosphere.

Power purchase agreement (PPA)

A PPA is a long-term contract between an electricity provider and an
electricity consumer, usually spanning 10-20 years. The consumer
agrees to purchase a certain amount of electricity from a specific asset
under a pre-determined pricing arrangement. PPAs are generally signed
with new renewable energy installations and form part of the project
investment decision (NewClimate Institute and Data-Driven EnviroLab,
2020). PPAs can also be signed for existing installations, in which case it
is less likely the PPA results in additional renewable electricity capacity.
However, it may be that existing installations would cease operations if
the operator cannot sign a new PPA.

Renewable energy certificate (REC)

Renewable Energy Certificates (RECs) are also known under various
names, such as Guarantees of Origin (GOs) or Energy Attribute
Certificates (EACs). RECs can be bundled or unbundled with the
electricity that a company consumes:
• Unbundled RECs: the consumer purchases RECs from a third
party, separately from their procurement of electricity from
another supplier.
• Bundled RECs – third-party generated: the consumer purchases
electricity and RECs from the same supplier, but this supplier
has procured the RECs from a third party. In this situation, the
supplier may sell electricity generated using fossil fuels but
market it as ‘low-carbon’ electricity by bundling an equivalent
volume of RECs into the sale.
• Bundled RECs – supplier generated: the consumer purchases
renewable electricity and associated RECs from the same
supplier.

Residual emissions

Scarcity (of CDR)
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Residual emissions are the remaining GHG emissions from hard-toabate emission sources where no known feasible options remain for
further decarbonisation. (See also unabated emissions)
The maximum potential of most carbon dioxide removal measures
is technically limited, and even further restricted by environmental
constraints. Due to issues such as land requirements, high water
consumption, high energy consumption, land degradation and pollution,
among other environmental costs, carbon dioxide removal technologies
can only be scaled-up so far without significantly endangering
sustainable development goals, including food security. The scarcity
of carbon dioxide removals measures – in terms of their maximum
absolute or annual technical potential – is an important consideration
when evaluating the feasibility of net-zero claims at the level of
individual actors. Robust future use of scarce carbon dioxide removal
options must be consistent with achieving net-zero and eventually
net-negative emissions at the global level, which is required to avoid the
most damaging effects of climate change over the coming decades.

Science Based Targets initiative (SBTi)

Scope (of GHG emissions)

SBTi reviews and certifies the climate targets of companies who join
the initiative as members. Companies’ climate targets are certified as
1.5°C or 2°C compatible if they align with SBTi’s own methodology
and benchmarks.
The GHG Protocol Corporate Standard classifies a company’s GHG
emissions into three ‘scopes’ (WBCSD and WRI, 2004):

Scope 1 emissions

Scope 1 emissions are direct emissions from owned or controlled
sources.

Scope 2 emissions

Scope 2 emissions are indirect emissions from the generation of
purchased energy (see also location-based method and market-based
method).

Scope 3 emissions

Scope 3 emissions are all indirect emissions (not included in scope 2)
that occur in the value chain of the reporting company, including both
upstream and downstream emissions (WRI and WBCSD, 2013).

Upstream scope 3 emission sources

Upstream emissions are indirect GHG emissions related to purchased
or acquired goods and services (WRI and WBCSD, 2013).

Downstream scope 3 emission sources

Downstream emissions are indirect GHG emissions related to sold
goods and services (WRI and WBCSD, 2013).

Normal scope 3 emission sources

The GHG Protocol’s Scope 3 Standard identifies 15 distinct reporting
categories for scope 3 emission sources, and requires companies to
quantify and report scope 3 emissions from each category (WRI and
WBCSD, 2013).

Optional scope 3 emission sources
(indirect use-phase emissions)

Indirect use-phase emissions are described by the GHG Protocol
Scope 3 Standard (WRI and WBCSD, 2013) as an optional reporting
component. In contrast to direct use-phase emissions from products,
such as the energy consumption of vehicles and appliances, indirect
use-phase emissions refer to the emissions that occur indirectly
from the use of a product. For example, apparel requires washing and
drying; soaps and detergents are often used with heated water.

Transparency (rating)

The Corporate Climate Responsibility Monitor assesses the
transparency and integrity of companies’ climate pledges.
Transparency ratings refer to the extent to which a company publicly
discloses the information necessary to fully understand the integrity
of that company’s approaches towards the various elements of
corporate climate responsibility.

Unabated emissions

Unabated emissions are GHG emissions from emission sources for
which further emission reductions are technically feasible at that
point in time. (See also residual emissions)

Value chain emissions

A company’s full value chain emissions refers to the entirety of scope
1, scope 2, and scope 3 emissions.
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The rapid acceleration in the volume of corporate climate pledges,
combined with the fragmentation of approaches and the general lack of
regulation or oversight, means that it is more difﬁcult than ever to distinguish
between real climate leadership and unsubstantiated greenwashing.
The Corporate Climate Responsibility Monitor evaluates the climate
strategies of 25 major corporations. It critically analyses the transparency
and integrity of corporate pledges and claims to identify replicable good
practice and areas for improvement.

